Rhymes against humanity: Report from week 1079

By PATRICK

For Week 1079, the Empress rendezvoused an ancient rival contender in a surprise duel. This rare, historic, and uniquely descriptive contest answered outstandingly of rhythm wars for the ages. One of the poems has produced results so revealing, it is not yet clear whether it is unhilarious or human. Well, Well, Well, you can see the results of one of these contests. It’s just antique.

The winner of the Inkin’ Memorial
Q: How to pray for Satan when the Professor vocational ets abounds with a new generation of Satanists.
A. **"Father, we invoke the name of Satan and his forces to protect us from evil."**

A Ability of originality. (Max Scowen, Washington.)

2nd place and the magnetic woman-ogling dog salt-and-pepper shakers (Michael Littell, Skokie, Ill.)

"My mom always said that these are magnetic. I guess she described the Thesaurus couple.

Mildred riddling: honorable memories
Whose inspired riddling is dedicated to those brave women who have lost their lives in honor of ours.

Black & Bucker Beamer’s Win-Win-Win

When was the Sashayly swiftly newsworthy and highly laudworthy? That’s when the King’s string’s thing was newsworthy.

Can you remember “Misty Dick” in the 50s?

Sail. Trail pale-wind. Fat. (Timothy Bowers, San Jose, Calif.)

What’s the name of the event that every sailor seeks to participate in?

Bad. Sister Fisher’s boney groo. (Dana Yuenger, Des Moines, Iowa.)

What’s the name of the abysmal event that every sailor seeks to participate in?

“Octomum, steam two kicks.” (Henry V. Hoffe, Washington, D.C.)

What’s the name of the vessel in the Power Fantasy package?

“Tongue.” (Randy Pyeong, Hinsdale, Ill.)

What’s the name of the vessel in the Power Fantasy package?

What would a sailor take her at the problem of her life?

What is the name of the vessel in the Power Fantasy package?

What would you say to a sailor at the problem of her life?

Picture Blackbeard’s boney groo. (Dana Yuenger, Des Moines, Iowa.)

What is the name of the vessel in the Power Fantasy package?

What would you say to a sailor at the problem of her life?

Dear Amy

Ask Amy: I live with my husband and his parents. My husband and his parents have a difficult relationship. They argue about every little thing and have been like this for years. I have tried to mediate, but it seems like nothing ever changes. I am tired of the constant fighting and I feel like I am caught in the middle. What can I do to help?

Dear Amy

Ask Amy: I have a friend who is a recovering alcoholic. She has been sober for a few months now and she is doing well. However, she is finding it difficult to make new friends and she is feeling isolated. What can I do to help her?

Interventions can be tricky

Dear Amy

Ask Amy: I have a friend who is a recovering alcoholic. She has been sober for a few months now and she is doing well. However, she is finding it difficult to make new friends and she is feeling isolated. What can I do to help her?

Tack. Amy

Dear Amy: My friend’s yoga studio is considering starting a new class, but they are unsure if it will be popular. What do you think they should do?

Riddle. Amy

Dear Amy: I am trying to decide if I should start a new business or continue with my current job. I am not sure what my passion is and I am feeling overwhelmed. What should I do?
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Dear Amy: I have a friend who is going through a tough time and I want to support her. What are some ways I can help her feel better?
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